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Abstract
Researchers are becoming increasingly aware that studying a species’ landscape of fear or, more
broadly, their emotional states, can better inform cognitive questions about how animals navigate
their environments. Vigilance behaviors are one way to determine how certain species perceive
and respond to risky situations. Due to rapid environmental change, large animals such as
elephants are experiencing risky encounters with humans more often than ever before. This study
aims to investigate Asian elephants’ expressions of body states and how they might regulate their
behavior based on perceived environmental risk or change. Specifically, we investigated the
behavioral responses of Asian elephants to different locations in Thailand’s Western Forest
Complex. To do this, camera traps were set up at watering holes within protected areas in
Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary and crop fields outside the protected area. Video footage was coded
using instantaneous scan sampling with an ethogram that defined alert and relaxed body states.
We found that Asian elephants showed a higher rate of the alert body state outside of protected
areas than within them. There was no significant difference between the rate of relaxed body
states between the two locations. Asian elephants observed alone showed a higher rate of the
alert body state than elephants that were among conspecifics. Furthermore, there was no
significant difference in the rate of alertness displayed when the elephants were either far from or
close to crop fields outside the sanctuary. Together, these results suggest that elephants may
regulate their expression of body state or emotion depending on environmental risk or their
proximity to humans, and that their fear of humans may be an important factor for understanding
how best to mitigate human-elephant conflict in the future.
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Introduction
Species-level patterns of behavior
It is well known that animals can learn from direct experience and can adapt to differing
levels of predation risk (Laundré, Hernández, and Ripple, 2010). Gallo and colleagues (2019)
demonstrated that as animal landscapes become increasingly urbanized, ecosystems are
transitioning from a two-player system (predator and prey) to a three-player system (predator,
prey, and humans). In this three-player system, both predator and prey must learn to navigate
their landscapes and adjust their behavior to inevitable encounters with humans. For example,
human developments such as road construction or vehicular traffic pose novel threats to wildlife
that may be perceived as higher risk than natural non-human predators (Bleicher and
Rosenzweig, 2018; Frid and Dill, 2002; Polfus and Krausman, 2012).
It is evident that the presence of predators typically influences the behavior and land use
of prey species (Brown and Kotler, 2007; Laundré, Hernandez, and Ripple, 2010). Aside from
direct predation, prey behavior is also influenced simply through fear, or perceived cost of injury
or mortality (Brown and Kotler, 2007). For example, some prey species will avoid high-risk
areas even if the resources in those areas are rich and available (McArthur, Banks, Boonstra, and
Forbey, 2014; van de Merwe and Brown, 2008). In other cases, the presence of novel and
accessible resources may allow prey to forage in areas without predators (Brown and Kotler,
2007; Rodewald et al., 2011). Behavior change is not specific to prey species, as it has been
shown that even predators will alter behavior to avoid human activity (Gallo et al., 2019). For
example, urban coyotes become more nocturnal to avoid human interaction (Grubbs and
Krausman, 2009; Riley et al., 2003).
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Fear drives responses in most living things, from humans seeking refuge in their locked
homes to cockroaches fleeing to safe spaces in anticipation of predation (Laundré et al., 2010).
Awareness of predators can substantially affect some animals’ landscape use and activity
patterns and this fear is constantly reinforced wherever these interactions are present (Parsons et
al., 2018). Even the largest animals such as elephants demonstrate avoidance of predators like
lions and tigers within their habitats in Africa and Asia (Valenta et al., 2020). Laundré and
colleagues (2010) proposed the idea of fear being incorporated into ecology, meaning that the
spatial and temporal use of a landscape is fear-driven.
This landscape of fear is a useful model that can help explain how animals navigate their
environments in relation to their predator-prey interactions. Now that available habitat is
decreasing for wildlife, many species are being forced to adapt and change their behavior in
relation to their disconnected landscapes (Magle, Simoni, Lehrer, and Brown, 2014). Behavioral
adjustments and learning are primary ways in which animals cope and respond to changing
habitats (Brown, 2012). This indicates that species may be altering the amount of time they
spend foraging or increasing their vigilance to avoid risky situations (Brown and Kotler, 2007).
Now with human presence and urbanization added into the picture, elephants must also learn to
navigate risky situations such as crossing roads (Mizuno, Sharma, Idani, and Sukumar, 2017).
In a meta-analysis of literature discussing behavior changes in wild urban mammals, the
most widely studied behaviors were acclimation to decreased home range and vigilance
responses to urban environments (Ritzel and Gallo, 2020). These behaviors were compared to
those of non-urban populations. The most observed type of behavior change was alert behavior
(Ritzel and Gallo, 2020). The authors’ research indicates that animal behavior is changing and
adapting in response to urbanization. Some animals are also modulating their behaviors based on
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environmental cues such as human presence, intensity of urbanization, and land/water vehicles
(Ritzel and Gallo, 2020).
Additionally, this suggests that there are species-level patterns of behavior in risky
situations, such as when elephants approach a protected area versus human landscapes. Aside
from corticosteroid levels, fear can also be measured by levels of vigilance (Boissy, 1995; Welp
et al., 2004). There have been many studies investigating levels of vigilance in various species
which will be listed here. In a study observing behaviors of elk and bison when wolves were
reintroduced into Yellowstone National Park, female elk and bison exhibited significantly higher
vigilance levels in areas with wolves than in areas without wolves (Laundré et al., 2001).
Another study found that vigilance of individual woodchucks varied based on intensity of
urbanization, indicating variable pressures from levels of human presence (Watson, 2009; Lehrer
et al., 2012). Furthermore, Hunter and Skinner (1998) found that impala and wildebeest showed
significant increases in vigilance in response to reintroductions of lions and cheetahs. In dairy
cattle, vigilance behaviors were significantly higher in the presence of aversive people than
unfamiliar yet gentle people, suggesting varying degrees of fearfulness to differently perceived
stimuli (Welp et al., 2004). Vigilance in these studies was measured by observing alert behaviors
such as raising their heads and looking around, versus relaxed behaviors such as grooming or
foraging (Laundré, 2001; Gallo el al., 2019).
In risky environments, elephants may exhibit heightened vigilance to risks of predation
that can be observed through their behavior, such as relaxed versus alert body states. In general,
elephants have few natural predators, but humans may be perceived as a threat due to poaching,
hunting, and aggressive crop-raiding responses from farmers (Wittemyer et al., 2014;
Sampson et al., 2018; Moss, 2001). This study seeks to understand the behavior of Asian
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elephants as they navigate and respond to risks in their environment. To do this, this project will
investigate the emotional states of Asian elephants through their body state expressions. First, we
will discuss general elephant behavior, then focus on body states and how this observed behavior
may offer insights into the emotional states of elephants. From there, we will tie in humanelephant conflict and the implications studying elephant behavior can have on resolving conflict.
General elephant behavior
Elephants are the largest land mammal and are regarded as highly intelligent, social, and
cognitively complex. They are a flagship species often seen as the face of conservation programs
across the globe (Olson, 2004). There are three distinct species, African savanna elephants
(Loxodonta africana), African forest elephants (Loxodonta cyclotis), and Asian elephants
(Elephas maximus), which are the smallest of the three (Olson, 2004).
Asian and African elephants live in matriarchal societies (Rasmussen and Shulte, 1998).
These societies, which consist of family units, clans and/or herds, are led by one elder dominant
female, her offspring, and their offspring (Buss, 1961; Buss and Smith, 1966; Eisenberg et al.,
1971; McKay, 1973). Females stay with their herd for their entire lives, while males will
eventually leave their herd once sexually mature to live alone or join small bachelor groups of
other males (Yasui et al., 2017). McComb and colleagues (2001) discovered that accumulated
knowledge by the oldest individual in an African elephant herd can influence the social
knowledge of the entire group. African elephants tend to be more gregarious than Asian
elephants, forming larger groups that are more strongly associated than Asian elephants (de Silva
and Wittemyer, 2012). African elephants also engage in social play behavior and maintain forms
of social play well into their 40’s and 50’s (Lee and Moss, 2014; Payne, 2003). Asian elephants
have also demonstrated complex cognition in several traditional cognitive tasks, such as MSR
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(mirror self-recognition: Plotnik et al., 2006), insightful problem-solving (Foerder et al., 2011;
Barrett and Benson-Amram, 2020), means-end understanding (Irie-Sugimoto et al., 2008),
consolation (Plotnik and de Waal, 2014; Yasui, 2017; Makecha, Fad, and Kuczaj, 2012), and
cooperative problem-solving (Plotnik et al., 2011; Arvidsson, Amundin, and Laska, 2012).
Elephants are also an integral part of ecosystems as they contribute to their rich
biodiversity. They are a prime keystone herbivore, with a large influence and effect on the
landscapes they inhabit (Bond, 1994). African elephants maintain open woodlands by destroying
trees, allowing for a sustainable growth of grasses for themselves as well as many smaller
grazing species (Dublin et al., 1990). Elephants contribute greatly to the environment through
seed germination and dispersal, and their dung provides soil-replenishing nutrients (Haynes,
1999). They are also considered an ‘umbrella’ species, meaning conservation of elephants will
ensure the conservation of species that coexist alongside them (Perera, 2009).
Elephants frequently gather around watering holes and are a water-dependent species
(Dunkin et al., 2013). Watering holes provide areas in which elephants can bathe, wallow, drink,
and gather in social groups. Elephants require a water source from which to drink at least once a
day and even more so in hot conditions (Wright and Luck, 1984). Bathing helps to decrease
elephant skin temperatures and keep them cool under the sun (Dunkin et al., 2013). Asian
elephants are primarily browser and generalist foragers, their diets consisting of various plant
species (Hatt & Clauss, 2006). As shared land use threatens elephants and their foraging
behavior, they often forage on cultivated crops including cereals and millets, sugar cane, palms,
casava, vegetables, and fruits (Asian Elephant Specialist Group IUCN, 2018).
African elephants are listed as ‘vulnerable’ and their population trend is increasing (Bist,
2006). Asian elephants have been listed as ‘endangered’ on the IUCN Red List and their
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population trend continues to decrease (Choudhury et al., 2008). There are estimated to be
30,000 to 50,000 Asian elephants remaining on the planet, which is one-tenth of the population
of African elephants (Olson, 2004). In Thailand, which is the focus of this present study, there
are an estimated 3,200 elephants left in the wild, while the other 3,700 are in captivity (Asian
Elephant Specialist Group IUCN, 2018). Threats to elephants include habitat loss, poaching for
ivory and bushmeat, diminishing resources, shared land use, and human-elephant conflict. This
paper will focus on the latter threats of shared land use and diminishing resources, and how
elephants behaviorally respond to their ever-changing landscapes. One way to investigate
behavior is through observing body state expression, which is how elephants regulate their
bodies in response to their environment.
Body states
Regulatory responses by an animal to changes in their environment can be observed
through body states and often develop within seconds to hours as opposed to acclimation
behaviors, which develop gradually over days and weeks (Bateman and Fleming, 2012;
McDonnell and Hahs, 2015). Body states are behaviors that may give researchers important
insights into the current emotional state of an elephant. The alert body state has also been used as
a sign of anti-predator behavior, indicating that the individual may be perceiving threats or
attending their focus to possible peril (Thuppil and Coss, 2013; Jacobson and Plotnik, 2020).
Studying the alert responses of an animal provides better understanding of regulatory adaptations
(Dingemanse, Kazem, Réale, and Wright, 2010).
In a study by Plotnik and de Waal (2014), researchers investigated affiliative tendencies
in Asian elephants toward conspecifics identified to be under stress. Behavior was a key
indicator of stress, and was quantified through observed body state, vocalizations, and physical
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contact. Elephants may also use body states to communicate with conspecifics. If an elephant is
agitated, distressed, or alert, they can provide relevant information through body state changes,
such as raising their head, moving their ears forward, repositioning their tail, raising their trunks,
and vocalizing (trumpets, roars and rumbles). Different combinations of these visual and acoustic
cues provide detailed information that can be interpreted by other elephants about their
emotional states (Plotnik and de Waal, 2014; Olson, 2004; Nair et al., 2009; de Silva et al, 2010).
Another behavior elephants use when curious, alert, or cautious is a periscope, in which the trunk
is extended outward in an ‘S’ shape, which allows the elephant to scan its surroundings (Olson,
2004, Jacobson and Plotnik, 2020, Yasui et al, 2017).

a

b

Figure 1. A) Alert elephant body state, ears forward and still. B) Alert body state, periscope. Figure courtesy of the
Plotnik lab at Hunter College.

The ears of an elephant can be a tell-tale sign of how the animal is responding to the
environment. For example, ears flapping allows for heat dissipation and can be an indicator that
the elephant is relaxed (Buss and Estes, 1971). In response to stimuli eliciting alertness,
excitement, or hostility, African elephants (Loxodonta Africana) spread their ears widely and
rigidly (Buss and Estes, 1971). This rigid and widely spread ear posture may allow the elephant
to better localize sounds if they are interpreting danger signals in their environment.
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a

b

Figure 2. C) Relaxed body state, ears flat against body or flapping. D) Relaxed body state, foraging and ears back.
Figure courtesy of the Plotnik lab at Hunter College.

Studies have shown that animals have an ability to learn and adapt to new levels of risk
within their ever-changing landscapes (Laundré et al., 2001). As human settlement continues to
fragment elephant habitats, elephants must learn to navigate their environments and avoid
negative interactions with humans while, at the same time, forage in their surrounding areas to
survive. It is important to study the behavioral shifts in wildlife populations to increase
knowledge about these endangered species. This study aims to investigate how elephants adjust
their body states and emotional state from one location to the next, and to gain a better
understanding of elephant behavior. Furthermore, the landscape of fear is a useful model that can
be applied to management and conservation of wildlife populations (Laundre et al., 2010,
Valenta et al., 2020). If we can understand how elephants perceive their environments and how
urbanization steers them away from high-risk crop fields, we could potentially decrease humanelephant conflict throughout range states.
Human-elephant conflict
Rapid change in land use has fragmented wildlife habitats such that natural ranges have
declined from 9 million km2 to about 486,800 km2 (Sukumar, 2003). This has led to increasing
human-wildlife conflict across range states. Human-wildlife conflict is defined as “struggles that
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emerge when the presence or behavior of wildlife poses actual or perceived, direct and recurring
threat to human interests or needs, leading to disagreements between groups of people and
negative impacts on people and/or wildlife” (IUCN SSC HWCTF, 2020, p. 1). This conflict
often involves crop and livestock loss for humans and can result in the death of both wildlife and
humans if the conflict is intense. This conflict can be especially prominent in low-income
communities.
Human-elephant conflict is one rising issue within the topic of human-wildlife conflict.
The increase and spread of human encroachment, farming, and infrastructure have pushed
elephant populations into small habitats that are surrounded by humans, completely blocking
traditional migratory routes (Leimgruber et al., 2003). In India, it is estimated that elephants kill
more than one human every day and over 400 annually (Rangarajan et al., 2010). In Asia and
Africa, low-income communities may lose up to 10-15% of their crops to elephants (Lamarque
et al., 2009; Madhusadan and Sankaran, 2010).
Human-elephant conflict (HEC) is defined as the “variety of negative, physical
interactions between humans and elephants” (Mumby and Plotnik, 2018, p. 2). Conflict between
elephants and local communities has risen across Africa and Asia in a variety of contexts related
to agriculture, environment, and financial reasons (Mumby and Plotnik, 2018). Often, farmers’
crops overlap with elephant habitat and elephants extend their natural foraging strategy to
consume these crops as well (‘crop raiding’, Sukumar, 1990). Elephants in India can damage up
to 3 million USD worth of crops and from 10,000-15,000 houses per year (Bist, 2006). Both
humans and elephants are competing for unsustainable resources in a world with increasing
human population growth (King et al., 2011). Crop raiding is a high-risk and high-gain foraging
strategy and yet, many elephants are killed or injured annually because of crop raiding and other
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conflicts, making mitigation a constant challenge for wildlife conservationists (Chiyo et al.,
2012; Obanda V et al., 2008; Mpanduji DG et al., 2004).
In Thailand, crop-raiding has been documented for over 40 years, with the earliest report
recorded in 1982 in Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary (Sitati, 2007). The landscape outside of
Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary, a protected area in central Thailand, is dominated by sugarcane and
cassava fields that elephants frequently raid, especially during the dry season (February to June)
when water sources are scarce within the protected area (Srikrachang, 2008). Over half of
plantation owners surrounding Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary state that elephants raid their crops
daily, while nearly all experience raids at least once a month—the major crops being cassava,
banana, jackfruit, mango, sugarcane, and tamarind (van de Water and Matteson, 2018).
It has become apparent that improving HEC mitigation strategies has become
increasingly important for conservation as elephant populations continue to decline. Altering the
perspectives of local communities is important as well. Most farmers have had negative views
towards elephants since their livelihoods are unfavorably impacted (van de Water and Matteson,
2018). Due to the sacred symbol of the elephant in Thailand, elephant killings are rare, but they
do occur in other parts of Asia such as Sri Lanka and India (Chiyo et al., 2012). In surveys of
villagers around Thailand’s Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary, those older than 35 years old reported
previous negative interactions with elephants, lower incomes due to HEC, and had generally less
supportive attitudes toward elephant conservation (van de Water and Matteson, 2018).
When attempting to mitigate HEC, it is equally important to alleviate loss of agriculture,
land use, and income for humans, as it is to understand the animal’s perspective. Villagers who
had received benefits such as compensation and supplemental income had more supportive views
of elephant coexistence (van de Water and Matteson, 2018). However, most HEC events occur
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within low-income communities that experience disruption of livelihoods and food insecurity
with often no promise of compensation (Barua et al., 2012). This uncompensated loss inevitably
leads to retaliatory killing of wildlife as farmers are forced to take mitigation into their own
hands. It has been increasingly recognized that the less privileged are dependent on natural
ecosystems that conservationists seek to protect (Barua et al., 2012), and thus HEC is
exasperated by growing conflict between human parties as well.
Applying behavior to HEC and successful applications
Traditional methods for deterring elephant crop-raiding include firecrackers, loud noises,
scare shooting, trenches, and high-voltage fences. These methods can be effective short-term
until elephants either habituate to them or they become costly for farmers to maintain (Hoare,
2012; Taylor, 1999; Sarkar et al., 2016; Enukwa, 2017). Mumby and Plotnik (2018) state that
these strategies may only work short-term because they do not take into account the landscape in
which conflict occurs as well as the natural behavior of the elephants. Complementing behavior,
ecology, and cognition research, can have positive effects on human-elephant conflict mitigation.
Having knowledge of the signs and precursors to identify a confrontational animal will allow
quicker and more efficient prevention tactics. There has been recent success in conservation
efforts when animal behavior research is applied because it focuses on the underlying causes of
the problem from the affected animals’ perspective (Mumby and Plotnik, 2018). The use of
behavior has successfully been applied to other conservation issues such as translocations,
reintroductions, and predator mapping (Shier and Swaisgood, 2012; Berger-Tal and Saltz, 2014;
Ale and Brown, 2009).
As HEC mitigation strategies continue to expand, there is now a focus on methods that
consider the perspectives and behavior of the animal while also benefiting farmers through
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additional income to compensate crop losses. For example, taking advantage of the fact that
olfaction is one of the elephants’ strongest senses has led to the innovative use of mitigation
strategies such as motor oil, chili peppers, and bee pheromones (Wright et al., 2018). Using feces
scents of natural predators such as lions has also shown success in deterring African elephants
(Valenta et al., 2020). A study done by King and colleagues (2011) on African elephants found
that beehive fences may have an effective role as farmer-managed elephant deterrents. African
elephants have been found to avoid acacia trees with beehives, run from bee sounds, and have a
specific alarm call to warn other elephants of possible bee threats (Vollrath and DouglasHamilton, 2002; King, Douglas-Hamilton and Vollrath, 2007; King et al., 2010).
Despite the vast amount of research done on African elephants, there is little research on
successful deterrents and mitigation strategies in Asian elephants, and a lack of research on
Asian elephants in general (de Silva and Wittemyer, 2012). Results of research conducted with
African elephants are often generalized to include Asian elephants, but this generalization is not
often appropriate (Fernando, 2011). African and Asian species of elephants differ in terms of
physical size, characteristics, ecosystems, and complex social groupings (de Silva and
Wittemyer, 2012). Crop-raiding has been extensively studied in African elephants while studies
on Asian elephant crop raiding and life histories are lacking (Ekanayaka, Campos-Arceiz,
Rupasinghe, Pastorini, and Fernando, 2011; Sukumar, 1990). Mitigation strategies that appear
successful in African elephant populations may not have the same result among Asian
populations. For example, there is evidence that Asian bees are not as effective a deterrent on
Asian elephants as African bees are on African elephants (Dror et al., 2020). Thus, it is important
to increase understanding and research of Asian elephants by applying knowledge specific to this
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species in the context of their natural environment. The present study looks to investigate body
states at various locations to gain a better understanding of Asian elephant behavior.
Current Study
The present study aimed to investigate whether the expression of body states in Asian
elephants (Elephas maximus) varied based on location by comparing a human-dominated
landscape (crop fields) and protected area (a national park). This study was conducted in the
Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary, a protected area within a large network of national parks in
Thailand known as the Western Forest Complex (WEFCOM). This location was ideal because
almost 80% of the elephants in Thailand are found in WEFCOM (IUCN, 2018). Specifically, we
observed watering holes within Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary and farmers’ crop fields bordering
the protected area. Using non-invasive camera traps, behaviors of Asian elephants in their natural
environments were recorded and analyzed with an ethogram consisting of codes for alert and
relaxed body state behavior. The results of this study provide insights into the behavior of Asian
elephants at various locations in the wild. Furthermore, applying knowledge of how elephants
perceive their environments contributes valuable information in managing human-elephant
conflict in Thailand.
Hypotheses and Reasoning


Crop fields may be perceived as more threatening than watering holes. Watering holes
are located within the protected forests, secluded and undisturbed by human presence.
Crop fields are outside of the forests and closer in proximity to human presence and
threats. Interactions with humans occur more frequently at crop fields than watering
holes, and these interactions are typically negative and/or stressful. Human presence has
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been shown to induce stress in elephants. For these reasons, Asian elephants will show
alert body states at crop fields significantly more often than at watering holes.


Elephants grow up and learn among their family unit. They are highly social and are
known to share knowledge with each other. Females stay with their herd their entire lives
while males leave once sexually mature. Some males venture solo while others form
small bachelor groups. Without their conspecifics within proximity, individuals will have
heightened awareness of their environments to perceive threats, leading to more alert
body states. Therefore, Asian elephants will exhibit alert body states significantly more
often when alone than when in a group.



Crop fields offer less cover and shelter, while also being more likely to contain humans
actively guarding the crops than protected areas. Farther from the crop fields are forested
areas that offer more cover and allow elephants to be less likely to encounter human
threats. Forested areas outside the crop fields offer more protection and fewer interactions
with humans, even when these areas are outside the national park. Thus, outside of the
protected area, elephants will exhibit alert body states significantly more often closer to
crop fields than farther from them.
Methods

Study Area
The study sites were situated in and around the Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary of the
Western Forest Complex (WEFCOM), which is in Kanchanaburi Province, Thailand. There were
two sites within the protected area of Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary - Kaeng Khaep (KK) and
Khao Seua (KS) – at which elephants frequented watering holes and salt licks. These two
locations had a ranger station at their centers which the researchers could install camera traps or
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observe elephants directly. Additionally, two areas bordering the wildlife sanctuary were studied.
Mae Pla Soi (MPS), a village at the north-west border of the sanctuary and Tha Ma Now (TMN),
a village bordering on the south, represent unprotected areas that include villages, crop fields,
urban roads, and a consistent human presence. The camera traps were installed on the borders of
the protected area and crop fields.

Figure 3. GIS maps of Salakpra research site. Top left shows the province of Kanchanaburi, Thailand (boxed green),
bottom left highlights Salakpra Wildlife Sanctuary within Kanchanaburi province. Middle photo displays locations
of four study sites, KK, KS, MPS, and TMN. On the right, the approximate locations of camera traps around the two
watering-hole locations at KS. Figure courtesy of the Plotnik lab at Hunter College.

Camera Traps
There were a total of 34 camera traps set up across the four study sites. There were 8
camera traps in KK, 11 camera traps in KS, 6 camera traps in MPS, and 8 camera traps in TMN.
The camera traps within the sanctuary at KK and KS are set up generally around watering holes
and salt licks. Outside of the protected area at MPS and TMN, the camera traps were set up
around crop fields and on elephant paths nearby.
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T13

T11

Figure 4. Aerial view of Kaeng Khaep watering holes, camera trap locations, and watch tower. Figure courtesy of
the Plotnik lab at Hunter College.

Figure 5. Aerial view of Khao Seua watering holes, camera trap locations, and watch towers. The red boxes
represent individually numbered cameras in the area. The elephant clip art indicates, with an arrow, the direction
from and path on which the elephants generally approach the watering holes. Figure courtesy of the Plotnik lab at
Hunter College.
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Figure 6. Aerial view of Mae Pla Soi, camera trap locations (red dots), and watchtower (blue pentagon). Figure
courtesy of the Plotnik lab at Hunter College.

Figure 7. Aerial view of Tha Ma Now, camera traps (red dots), and watch towers (blue pentagon). Figure courtesy of
the Plotnik lab at Hunter College.
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Equipment
Thirty-four Browning Spec Ops Advantage camera traps were installed by park rangers
and field assistants throughout all field sites and strapped onto surrounding trees. All cameras
were set to capture 20 second clips, with high resolution of 30 frames per second and fast trigger
speeds at 0.4 seconds. If motion were continuously detected, the camera would immediately
retrigger, creating multiple 20-second clips. Each camera recorded temperatures and used night
vision to continuously record throughout the night. They ran on long range IR LED power, and
motion detection was set to a distance of 80 feet. Over the seven months of recording from
February to September 2019, two camera traps were lost due to theft or damage.
Procedure
Video data were collected for a period of seven months from February 2019 to September
2019. As camera traps recorded movement continuously when it was detected, park rangers and
field assistants retrieved SD cards and checked batteries every two weeks. Once footage was
retrieved, it was labeled and sorted for elephant images by field assistants in Thailand. The
sorted footage was then sent to the Plotnik lab at Hunter College in New York for further
analysis.
The raw footage consisted of 20 s clips that were grouped together if they were within
five minutes of each other, forming separate observations. Observations were then coded by
three trained students for the body states of elephants through instantaneous scan sampling every
30 seconds using the ethogram below (Table 1). Furthermore, group size was recorded once per
observation when the most elephants were in view as well as other demographic data, body
condition, and proximity to conspecifics.
Table 1.
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Ethogram for coding alert and relaxed body states of Asian elephants
Behavior Code

Description

Relax

Elephant ears display lying flat or flapping.
The ears could be slightly forward, but less
than 90 degrees to the head.
Elephant ears display outward for a sustained
period (greater than 3 seconds). The ears are
perpendicular to the head or more than 90
degrees from the head. The tail may be erect.
The trunk could be periscoping, extended
upward and outward in an S-shape for 3
seconds or longer.

Alert

VLC application for Mac was used to view observation videos, and all coding was
inputted into Microsoft Excel. To ensure inter-rater reliability, three independent coders achieved
at least 80% agreement for elephant demographics. Additionally, each coders’ set of behavioral
coding (body state) was compared to an expert coder to reach a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.7. Once
reliability was met by all three coders, each person received separate sets of observations to code
independently. Two coders reviewed and coded approximately 400 observations each, while the
third coded approximately 200 observations.
This study used body state and demographic information coded across 1,002
observations. After coding was complete, the data were filtered on Excel to exclude camera traps
that did not have a viewpoint of a crop field (outside protected areas) and a watering hole
(protected areas). This was done by visually determining which camera traps contained the same
viewpoints and eliminating the data from locations that were neither watering holes nor crop
fields.
Once the data were narrowed down to relevant camera traps, it was important to exclude
any duplicate observations with the same view and time stamp, meaning the elephants in one
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observation were the same individuals in another observation. This controlled for any
observations that came from the same time stamp and displayed the same elephants from
different camera traps/angles. By doing this, all elephants were accounted for without analyzing
duplicates of individuals. This was done by filtering data by camera trap and time stamp, finding
duplicates of viewpoints and time stamps, then selecting the longer video to include in the data.
The shorter videos of the same viewpoint were excluded.
To determine the rates of alert or relaxed body states per location, we calculated the
running total of alert codes in an observation over the running total of elephants in an
observation over the running total of scans per observation. The same was done for relax codes
per observation. This provided rates for each observation which were used to conduct a statistical
analysis of the data. To determine group size, demographic data that included the number of
elephants in each observation were analyzed. Group size was defined per observation as a binary
variable (i.e., either alone: group size = 1 elephant, or not alone: group size > 1 elephant).
For observations from crop fields outside of protected areas, camera traps were
categorized as either ‘close to crop fields’ or ‘far from crop fields’ based on whether the camera
viewpoints pointed towards the fields or away from them. In MPS (Figure 6), camera traps T23,
T1, T15, and T21 were considered close to the crop fields, while T22 and T14 were labeled as
far from them. In TMN (Figure 7), T17 and T20 were categorized as far while T28, T18, T19.
T29, T16, and T30 were considered close.
After visual inspection of the variables of interest through graphing histograms, it
appeared the data were not normally distributed. Levene’s tests also indicated unequal variances,
so the data were analyzed using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. P-values were
compared to an alpha level of .05.
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Results
All analyses were conducted using Jamovi, a free statistical software program
comparable to SPSS and SAS (The Jamovi project, 2020). Using the Mann-Whitney U test, we
evaluated the difference in rates of alert body states between observations in protected areas and
outside protected areas. N indicates the number of observations. The test revealed a significant
difference between the rates of alert body states outside protected areas (Median = 0.05, N =
244) and within protected areas (Median = 0.01, N = 758), U = 83898, p = 0.02. This indicates
that elephants were observed displaying alert body states significantly more often at crop fields
than at watering holes. The rates of relaxed body states at crop fields (Median = 0.25, N = 244)
were not statistically significantly different from those at watering holes (Median = 0.20, N =
758; Mann-Whitney U = 92185, p = 0.94).
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Figure 8. Box plot displaying rates of alert body states at protected areas and outside protected areas. All data points
are plotted in blue. Interquartile ranges are represented by the boxes, median rates are represented by the thick
horizontal line across the boxes, the lines above and below the boxes represent the range of the top and bottom 25%
of rates and outliers are represented by the bold dots.
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Figure 9. Box plot displaying rates of relaxed body states at protected areas and outside protected areas. All data
points are plotted in blue. Interquartile ranges are represented by the boxes, median rates are represented by the thick
horizontal line across the boxes, the lines above and below the boxes represent the range of the top and bottom 25%
of rates and outliers are represented by the bold dots.

We also evaluated the difference between rates of alert body states between elephants that
were alone versus those in a group with other elephants. Elephants observed alone (Median =
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0.020, N = 614) showed alert body states significantly more often than elephants observed in a
group (Median = 0.004, N = 386; U = 98886, p = 0.001).

Figure 10. Box plot displaying rates of alert body states for elephant group size of one (alone) versus more than one
(in group). All data points are plotted in blue. Interquartile ranges are represented by the boxes, median rates are
represented by the thick horizontal line across the boxes, the lines above and below the boxes represent the range of
the top and bottom 25% of rates and outliers are represented by the bold dots.

In the previous analysis, we calculated rates based on all elephants that were coded as in
view. We also had data coded for elephants that were partially in the camera frame during each
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scan, but for which body state could not be determined. To evaluate whether there was any bias
in coding the out-of-view elephants between crop fields and watering holes, a Mann-Whitney U
test was used. The test revealed no significant difference between rates of out of view codes at
crop fields (Median = 0.00, N = 275) and watering holes (Median = 0.00, N = 819), U = 106451,
p = 0.11.
Considering only observations that were collected outside of the protected area, a MannWhitney U test was used to determine whether there was a difference between rates of alert body
states between observations recorded far from and close to crop fields. The test revealed no
significant difference between the rates of alert body state observed far from crop fields (Median
= 0.08, N = 121) versus close to crop fields (Median = 0.00, N = 122), U = 6835, p = 0.28.
Discussion
This study investigated the differences in the prevalence of alert and relaxed behavioral
body states in elephants based on whether they were more or less likely to encounter humans,
outside protected areas or within protected areas, respectively. First, elephants displayed alert
body states significantly more often when approaching crop fields than when approaching
watering holes. This result aligns with other studies that suggest elephants perceive human
presence as a possible threat which leads to a heightened alertness toward the environment
(Gaynor et al., 2018; McComb et al., 2014). This also contributes to our understanding of Asian
elephants’ landscape of fear and how they navigate their environments (Laundré et al., 2010).
Second, we found no significant difference between the rate of relaxed body states at
watering holes in the protected areas and crop fields outside of them. This is a peculiar result, as
a significant difference in alert body state rates should correlate with a similar yet opposing
difference in relaxed body state rates between locations, as these were the only two types of body
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states coded. One potential explanation for this result is that, particularly at night, the body
posturing of an alert elephant is more easily distinguished and thus more easily codable. A
potentially relaxed elephant was more likely to be coded as out of view as the relaxed body state
was more difficult to discern than an alert one. This means that there may have been less relaxed
codes in the data and resulted in no significant difference in locations.
We tested to see whether group size influenced alertness in elephants. We suspected that
due to elephants’ sociality, being alone or among conspecifics would impact their body state
expression (Shannon et al., 2013). The results showed that elephants that were alone displayed a
higher rate of alertness than elephants that were among one or more conspecifics. This suggests
that elephants may be aware of their solitude and increase alertness to assess their environment
and any possible threats around them. The alert body state, particularly in terms of the spreading
of the ears and periscoping of the trunk, allows elephants to gather acoustic and olfactory
information from their environment, which may be even more important when elephants are
alone and are thus unable to rely on social signaling about environmental threats or the presence
of predators (Jacobson and Plotnik, 2020).
To see if there was a gradient of alertness based on how far elephants were from crop
fields when they were outside of the protected area, we categorized observations as close to, or
far from crop fields. When farther from the crop fields, the elephants have more shelter and
cover to avoid human retaliation or threat. When closer to crop fields, elephants are more easily
identified by farmers in open fields and thus are more likely to be confronted by aggressive
mitigation strategies such as firecrackers, electric fences, yelling, and torches (van de Water and
Matteson, 2018). There was no significant difference in rates of alertness whether elephants were
close to or far from the crop fields, indicating that proximity to human presence at crop fields did
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not influence the elephants’ body states when they were already outside of the protected area.
This was surprising because it was expected that elephants would have more alert body states
when physically closer to perceived threats. However, this expectation was based on the
assumption that proximity to crop fields would mean higher perceived risk. The result reported
here may thus be due to the idea that the risk for human encounter outside protected areas is still
likely whether close to or far from crop fields. Elephants may be perceiving risk far from crop
fields because there are still roads and the presence of humans along the border of the protected
areas.
Future directions
This study focused on the expression of body states in Asian elephants and whether the
expression of these body state categories was influenced by the locations at which the elephants
were observed. These locations were differentiated based on their proximity to human habitation
and thus we anticipated that the elephants would be more alert near crop fields than in protected
areas. It will be important in the future to differentiate between levels of alertness further.
Specifically, we treated alert and relaxed as discreet responses (on or off) when they are likely
graded with varying intensities. An elephant may be significantly more alert when approaching a
novel threat than when they have become habituated to one. This would be particularly important
when looking at how different elephants respond to threats posed by humans in crop fields and
whether some elephants habituate faster to conflict mitigation strategies than others. Once the
elephants in this landscape can be individually identified on the camera traps, this differentiation
could have important implications for our understanding of elephant personality and its impact
on human-elephant conflict.
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Studies in the future will need to consider the limitations of conducting a study utilizing
camera traps and instantaneous scan sampling with remote video data. While not necessarily
practical, it might be beneficial to implement camera traps that could rotate and follow elephant
movements, as well as incorporate machine learning protocols that could aid in the rapid
identification of individual elephants. Future studies can also focus on identifying individuals
that are consistently more alert or relaxed independent of their environment, which will control
for any personality differences. It will also be important to include sex differences in future
analyses. Lastly, controlling for variability within and between coders will ensure increased
accuracy of instantaneous scan sampling and coding behavior.
This study has important implications not only for our understanding of how animals
regulate their body states and emotions based on the environmental risks they face, but also for
how we attempt to mitigate human-wildlife conflict (HWC) by taking animal behavior into
account. Previous HWC mitigation techniques focus on the human perspective and short-term or
harmful deterrents. Through studies of elephant perception and cognition, the development of
conservation and conflict management strategies can be better consider the elephant’s behavioral
perspective. Studies of elephant cognition and sensory systems have led to the development of
elephant deterrents that take account of their sensory perspective. For example, bee-based
deterrents that rely on an elephant’s fear of bees have effectively and safely deterred African
elephants from crop fields in Kenya (King et al., 2018). This project is focused on the Asian
elephant, and while there are significant similarities between the species, there are also
differences in phenotype. Thus, the findings in this study are not generalizable across the entire
taxon (Elephantidae).
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The current study delves deeper into the behavioral responses of Asian elephants by
further investigating their landscape of fear and whether human presence may be perceived as a
threat outside protected areas. Animal behavior is rapidly changing in a world where
urbanization is increasing, and the long-term effects are still unknown (Ritzel and Gallo, 2020).
As shared-land use increases and wildlife habitats shrink, conflict between human and wildlife is
bound to rise. Behavioral flexibility allows animals to regulate their behavior and respond to
rapidly changing landscapes (Santini et al., 2019). Additionally, resources available to wildlife
will continue to alter, making it especially important to understand how these animals are
adapting their behavior to environmental change (Ryan and Partan, 2014; Soulsbury and White,
2015).
Increased knowledge about how elephants think and behave, including their regulation of
body state in varying situations of risk, allows for a greater understanding of the elephant
perspective in areas of conflict. By knowing why and where elephants become alert,
conservationists can pinpoint high-risk areas where elephants feel threatened to see if these areas
also have the most human activity. If these areas turn out to be outside protected areas where
there is a large human presence, this can indicate that elephants do perceive these environments
as a threat and evaluate risk in relation to their landscape. Further research will hopefully
contribute to the survival of elephants as well as improve solutions to human-elephant conflict.
Limitations
It is important to note limitations that may have influenced the results of this study. If an
elephant(s) were observed in an observation but could not be coded due to the difficulty of
categorizing their body state or behavior, they were coded as out of view. Out of view codes
were removed from the analysis so that the data reflected only clearly delineated alert or relaxed
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body states.. To code a body state, it was necessary for the head to be in view so that the ear and
trunk positions could be assessed. Since we recorded stationary views of the elephants with
screenshots from the camera trap videos, there were often out of view elephants in each
observation. Although comparison of the rates of out of view codes showed no difference
between observations in the protected areas and outside protected areas, as discussed previously,
there may still be a bias toward coding an elephant as alert compared to relaxed which could
affect the reported rates. The objective in removing out of code views was to eliminate any bias
toward one location.
Additionally, the number of coders was a limitation within this study. Although reaching
reliability among coders took time and the criteria set were strict, there was still inevitable
variability due to the use of three coders in my analysis. This limitation was offset by the
amount of data that could be analyzed when three coders’ data were used.
Another limitation associated with this study was that the increase in familywise error
rate across the multiple statistical analyses was not controlled. There were 3 planned tests along
with 2 other statistical tests performed that were not controlled for the use of multiple
comparisons. Overall, we believe a Bonferroni adjustment would unnecessarily underpower the
results of this study and would increase the likelihood of Type II error (Perneger, 1998;
Nakagawa, 2004). The amount of planned statistical analyses were small, the data sample set
was large, and we believe the planned statistical analyses were based on scientifically sensible
comparisons, rather than every possible comparison (Rothman, 1990).
Testing for group size, whether alone or among other conspecifics, is limited because this
analysis did not account for sex. Males are more likely to be observed alone compared to females
as they leave their natal herd when they reach sexual maturity, and this potential sex bias is not
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accounted for in the results (Vidya and Sukumar, 2005). Furthermore, since we were unable to
identify individual elephants in this first analysis of the data, we could not be certain that each
observation was always independent of the next in terms of the individual elephants observed. In
other words, it is possible that some individual elephants may display alert body states
consistently more often than others and those elephants are more represented in the dataset than
others. This bias, if it occurred, most likely occurred as result of the data collected outside of the
protected area. Nonetheless, the fact that individual observations often contained large numbers
of elephants (sometimes N>30), suggests that there is a representative sample of the wild
population accounted for in this analysis.
Another limitation to this study was the possibility of camera bias. Like any other novel
object, there is a chance that the presence of camera traps contributes to the behavioral responses
of elephants that become aware of them. Camera traps were camouflage-colored, and the
infrared lights that were emitted from the cameras were not detectable by elephants. However, it
is possible the elephants heard the camera traps turning on or were otherwise able to sense their
presence and responded to them in such a way that influenced the expression of an alert or
relaxed body state.
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